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irector Lina Wertmuller Comes to Tech

Watson lecture Series Topics Announced Student Houses
to be Renovated

however, is not enough to make
necessary' repairs, much less
improvements. So, the houses
have been slowly deteriorating.

The committee is now
assembling a list of what should
be done, and trying to establish
priorities and gather cost
estimates. They expect to make a
report to president Christy by
the end of second term. Christy
will look at their list, and decide
how much should be done. Most
of the work should be done this
summer. Some of the work may
continue into the succeeding
summer, however.

The committee members
seemed to have dissinlilar views
of what should be done. Dr.
Kavanaugh, chairman of the
committee, feels that repainting
the walls, carpeting the floors,
installing adequate lighting and
improving the kitchens are the
highest priority. He feels that
some of the work should be
done by students..

Jim Mayer feels that re.doing
freshman rooms, carpeting all
rooms and hallways, and
adequate lighting throughout, are
the most critical. Secondly, he
would redo the kitchens and
kitchenettes. He would like two
full kitchens in each house, and

Continued on page three .

By Spencer Klein
After many years of neglect,

the administration has finally
started doing something about
student housing. Last Dec. 19,
acting president Christy
appointed a presidential
committee to look into student
housing conditions.. The
committee members are Dr.
Ralph Kavanaugh (chairman). Dr.
Jim Mayer, Robert Gang, Eric
Kaler, Phil Rector, Sheila
Crewther, and Jim Minges. The
formation was prompted by a
stream of complaints from
students, parents, faculty and
trustees.

Much of the credit for the
committee belongs to Dr. Jim
Mayer. master of student
housing. He has been trying to
improve things since January
1976. He arranged for tours of
the houses by the faculty
women's dub, the trustees, and
others. According to Dr. Mayer,
this caused a "groundswell of
opinion."

Part of the reason for the
previous neglect is that people
assumed that the money spent
each summer ($20,000 to
$80,000 depending on the
summer and who you are talking
to), was sufficient to keep the
houses in repair. This sum,

April 26, R9nald F. Scott,
Caltech professor of civil
engineering, "Dam Safety."

May 17, Gillian R. Knapp,
Caltech senior research fellow in
radio astronomy, "Interstellar
Molecules."

the comforts of the real world.
He signals the ship, they are
rescued, and the woman goes
back to her husband. Carunchio
nearly convinces her to return to
the island with him, but she
chooses at the last minute to
resume her old life.

In the panel discussion, after
the film, Ms Wertmuller
explained that although the mm
portrays the male subjugating the
female, she is a feminist. She said
that the film was not meant to
illustrate a sexual battle, but
rather apolitical theme. She said
that the bourgeoisie, represented
by the wealthy woman, always
falls in love with the third world,
represented by the poor sailor,
Carunchio. Ms Werimuller
accepted questions from the
audience. She spoke through an
interpreter, asking Ms Wertmuller'
questions in her native Italian.

When asked what makes her
fIlms so popular, she replied "I
don't know".

March 29, Dr. William A.
Fowler, Caltech Institute
Professor of Physics, "The Case
of the Missing Solar Neutrinos."

April 12, Eran Zaidel, Caltech
senior research fellow in biology,
"The Elusive Right Hemisphere
of the Brain."

point, the woman ,has been ill
complete control, giving orders
to Carunchio, and insulting him
constantly. When Carunchio
realizes that they are not likely
to be rescued for a while, he
begins to take control.' The
woman is unable to survive on
her own, so Carunchio makes her
work for 'food. Carunchio
assumes total control, beating her
when she crosses him. He
eventually tries to rape her, but
when' she stops resisting, he lets
her go. At this point, Carunchio
and the, woman fall deeply in
love with each other. They begin
to work as a team to sUf"ii'f['.
TIll' idand becomes a sort of
paradise for them. Final::,. 01W

,1.':, "hey sight a ship coming
toward the island. Their first
impulse is to run and hide so
they will not have to leave the

,island. However, Carunchio
decides to put their love to the
test by seeing how the woman
will react when she, gets back to

ebruary 15, Dr. George R.
ssman, CaItech associate
fessor of mineralogy, "Glitt@r:
s or Gyps?" ,
arch 1, Gerald J.
rburg, CaItech professor of

ogy and geophysics, "Stones
Stars and Gas and Dust."

By Jim Reichle
Renowned mm director Lina
rtmuller was present at a
wing of her mm Swept Away
Monday evening atCaltech.
was accompanied by actor
carlo Gianinni, who played

lead in the movie.
wept Away is about a
thy Italian woman on a
'terannean cruise with her
and and a group of their

nds. She is the epitome of
bbislmess. She abuses the
wmembers continually,
icularly one poor seaman
ed Carunchio. Carunchio is a
munist, and she is a Social
ocrat. The woman orders
nchio to take her in a

ghy to, join some of her
nds. It is near nightfall,and
y have a long way to go. The

y has engine trouble, and
two are set adrift. They

n t ually come to an
abited island, where the
y is disabled. Up until this
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Why are more people mo
off? I don't know. The chara
of Tech's students is const
changing (look at a la-year
Big T to see for yourself),
perhaps we are less suite.d
house life than before. If t
true, then little can be done,
I welcome tlie change. But
houses certainly haven't f
apart yet. I, too, thip.k t
people who live in the houses
Continued on page three

Lots of companies can give you a job that says engineer.
But how many give you a real engineer's responsibility?

In the Navy, you get it fast. Our nuclear propulsion offi
cers start with a year of graduate-level engineering, at full
pay. Then on to nuclear-powered submarines, with hands-on
responsibility immediately. They travel the world, earn
$24,000 after four years, and get top benefits.

If that sounds like your kind ofopportunity, speaktoyour
local Navy OfficerPrograms Officer or send your resume to:

Contact Lt. Jay Munninghoff
4727 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
or, call collect (213) 468~3321

un OMCER.IIT'S NOT JUST .. JOB, IIT'SU~

22

Frosh are Already Pretty Random
and well liked. I don't feel that
their leaving the house will have
catastrophic effects. I can't speak
for any other house's policies,
but we in Lloyd certainly do not
look upon these people as
"traitors." Those that wish to
continue to participate in house
activities will do so, those who
don't will not be sorely missed.

NICK GUILDER

PETER HAMMILL

the aliens and has no authority
over the security forces who stop
"Our Hero," Roy Neary, played
by Richard Dreyfuss. In fact,
Truffaut', who plays the
Frenchman Lacombe, opposes
the security force.

4) Of course Lacombe has no
idea why Neary wants to go to
New Mexico since they were in
Wyoming. Lacombe does express
Continued on page seven

ed.,
As one of tlle "other house

presidents" who supposedly
thought of ways to keep people
from moving off campus last
year, I would like to say some
things in response to "Kenneth
D. Duncan's" article in last
week's Tech.

The house that was losing
many of its people last year was
indeed having problems, largely
because of the loss of a few key
members, who made significant
contributions to the character of
the house. However, I can not
view this particular instance and
picture a major trend, at least
not without present information,
and I certainly wouldn't call it a
"mass exodus." Better, I think,
to call it statistical fluctuation, at
least for the moment.

Lloyd House has recently lost
.quite a few on-campus members,
particularly sophomores. While
the poeple who are moving off
campus are generally well-known

AYNIGHT MOVIE

Feb. 2-4

Thru Jan. 28

Enter the Dragon

All Available Tickets $3.50 15 min. Before All Performances
Buono at full steam is something to see... Genius.

SUllivan, L:A, Times
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MARX BROTHERS
Writers by: LOUIS PHILLIPS :II

B.0.550-7077 . Group Sales, Call Tippi Kelly 550-8915 C
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receive the coordinates in return.
The tune itself originated with
the sounds some natives of India
heard from an extraterrestrial
craft.

3) Francois Truffaut does not
head up the "government 'bad
guys'''. He is an independent
research.er in charge of contacting

on Reasonable,
verboard
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Last Monday, the ASCIT BOD decided, after some
discussion, to cutback on the cost of the upcoming BOD
dinner. Ratherthan pay for each BOD member's dinner at
The Boniventure, at about $20 a shot, the BOD now
intends only to subsidize, at $5 a person, a dinner at the
North Woods Inn. This is a mUyh more reasonable thing for
the BOD to do. \

When a vote was taken, it was unanimously in favor of
the new plan, albeit the votes of the IRC Chaitman and the
President seemed to have been given grudgingly. During the
meeting, it was brought out that the IRC managed to spend
about $200, on ten people, during its dinner at The
Chronicle last Friday. In view· of the large budget excess
which paid for the dinner, it was suggested by several BOD
members that the IRC budget could stand to be cutback in
the coming year. This seems to me to be a very good idea,
and 1 hope it is remembered when it comes time to make
the new ASCIT budget.

-ed. Bielecki
Meef, Meef!

1£1!

To the Editor:
Most people would agree that

it is considerate not to tell
someone the plot of a movie he
is planning to attend, and your
recent review of Close
Encounters of the Third Kind is
very considerate. Most people
disagree with a movie review on
grounds of personal opinion, not
fact; in this respect, this review
sets first. To set the record
straight the following corrections
should be noted:

1) "Finally everyone figures
out where the mountain" whose
image has been impressed on
several minds is-everyone but
the reviewer, that is. The
"mountain" is Devil's Tower and
is Wyoming, not New Mexico.

2) The five note tune is not
decoded into latitude-longitude
coordinates. Investigators send
the tune into outer space and

Close Encounters Re..encountered
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accumulated from money left
over from student housing fees.

. Gang said that he feels that at
least. $50,000 of this should be
kept in reserve against
catastrophic emergencies.
Presumably, at least some of the
money could come from this.
The rest of the money would
come from general institute
funds. Although student housing
is supposed to pay for itself,
apparently this rehabilitation is
being considered more a.s capital
improvements than renovations.

any, should,be done by the
students. Still undecided is how
much will be allocated. All
stressed that it is President
Christy or his successor's
decision, but several felt that it
would be in the $200-300,000
range. Exactly where the money
would come from is unclear.

Bob Gang has accumulated a
large ($165,000 as. of last
September and widely thought to
now be around $250,000) fund
reserved for major housing
rehabilitation. This fund has

"'1III!!!!I!!!!!!_!11111!--••L E)
7HER7DS7UDEM7PASS
CHEAPA7 $12 A ItOM7Hf

Getting around town shouldn't cost a fortune. We have an
answer for you. It's called the RTD Student Pass. For only $12 a
month, you can ride anywhere in Los Angeles County, not just
to school and back. Use it weekdays and weekends, day and night.
Use it for recreation and sightseeing. If yoU're a full-time student
taking 8 semester hours or equivalent, you qualify for the Pass to
make RTD your supersize economy car. Student Pass applications
are available at most campus business offices or student unions.
Once you get your annual student pass, you purchase a stamp each
month for $12. Monthly stamps go on sale the 25th of each month
.and are available until the 10th of the month
for which they are valid. Stamps for
student passes are easily
purchased at most colleges,
all Boys Markets,
May Co, travel
desks, and RTD R-f'

ticket offices. ~!
You don't haveB:I
to go far to find a 11:\1

~~~~~~~~y to @l)
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kitchenettes are the highest
priority, followed by carpeting in
some rooms and all halls, with.
the remainder for other
individual room improvements,
probably to be done by students.

It is still unclear who will be
doing the work. Most of the
committee members talked to
said that this would be decided
by bidding. Bids would be
solicited from both physical
plant (B&G) and outside.
contractors. Thf; members
disagree on how much work, if

ED ADS
PROFESSIONAL TYPING by
experienced executive secretary.
IBM Selectirc correcting. Clean,
well-displayed work. Specializing
in theses, resumes,Mss., etc. Fast,
reasonable. Phone 441-1410.

Continued from page one

HDUSeS

CONTACT LENS WEARERS:
Save on brand name hard and
soft lens supplies. Send for free
illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Supplies, Box 7453, Phoenix,
AZ,85011.

THE CALTECH COFFEEHOUSE
now has openings for
chefs/waiters on several nights.
Good personality, excellent
hand'eye coordination required.
Call 792-1563 or come by during
business hours.

to at least put formica in the
other kitchenettes. After that, he
would move on to more
mundane things, such as re-doing
the roofs and replacing the hot
water heaters. He is afraid that if
these repairs are given higher
priority, then they will expand
to take up all the available
money, leaving conditions as
they were.

Bob Gang .. held a different
view, He feels that repairs should
come before improvements. He
listed the Ricketts-Blacker roof,
(estimated cost of 50 thousand
dollars) the other roofs ($5000),
hot water •.•... heaters ($12,000),
sou th .colll.plex plumbing
($50,000), the north complex
dishwasher ($25,000), 311.<;1 the
south complex dishwasher
($6-10,000) as needing repair or
replacement.

After that, he would work on
the frosh rooms and bring all the
kitchenettes up to at least the
levels of the best existing ones.
Gang said he feels full kitchens
are unnecessary because if we are
going to make ~ooking so
convenient we may as well go all
the way and have food service on
weekends, too. He also stressed
the high cost of repairs, and said
that the final list might total
$500,000, while $50,000 will be
a drop in the bucket.

Eric Kaler, the only student
on the committee, feels

. ued [rampage two

Steve Schafer

'day, January 27,1978

a two categories, although my
sification is a little different

Mr. Duncan's. On one hand
re are the reasonably mature

bers of a house, who almost
ays have something to
tribute, even if they spend
st of their time in their
ms. On the other hand there
those who spend all of their

e trying to classify all people
a two obviously extreme
egories. Fortunately, there are
er of the latter type, It is no
nder that people as
d-minded as Mr. Duncan is
t the personalities of .. his
aintanc-es has bad feelings
t the house structure.
s for the. proposed "best

tion," I don't' understand
it is supposed to work.

d House is about as
ogeneous as a chunk of

crete. While we are all bound
ther by some sort of house

it, every person is very much
individual; we don't try to
d anyone into our scheme.
use of this, the house
ges very quickly. I
nally can see quite a

rence between 1974 and
ay in the prevailing
nality of the house.

bolish rotation? Rotation is
ady pretty random as it
In addition, I think Mr.
can· should cheCK some facts
re he advocates even more
omization. The house I
tioned at the beginning of
letter was, as I said, having
lems. This W;lS due in part
e large frosh and sophomore

tituency of the house. These
Ie had diverse interests (a

point, right?) and had not
inherited much spirit of
. Because they were the vast
rity of the house's members,

weren't likely to acquire
, either. Consequently, there

some conflict between
erent groups within the
se, and I think this helped
ce people to move off
pus.
a I don't really see how
'shing rotation' would help.
des, without rotation, how

we insure that Fleming
se receives the proper

in-seven frosh (for example)?
incerely,

<,?00\\®®i1~\l 00

ce,@~TIuu IS gonna
ntake you an

offer you can't refuse

ivision of e : Free root beer float on weekends for famlJy and

Engineering and Applied Sciences~ ofDivisiot: ~f thew~~purthti1eofmeaL
I _ Different dlVlSl()fl eadJ.w~

SPECIALTIES
SHAORMA, SOUVLAKI-STEAK DELICACIES BAKLAVA, BOURMA-ARMENIAN PAS.TRY DESSERTS

FALAfEL-VEGETABLE BURGER WITH DELICIOUS SAUCE WRAPPED IN BIBLE BREAD
-SPECIAL SERVED EVERY NIGHT: USUALLY STEAK OR PRIME RIB, RICE PILAF, SALAD, VEGETABLE, AND REFILLS ON SOFT DRIN.K.S AND MILK

BURGER CONTINENTAL 192-6634
LOCATED ON LAKE % B.I-OCK NORTH OF CALIFORNIA
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Hewlett-Packard announces
another great reason for buying
an advanced Hewlett-Packard
programmable: A Free Software
Offer.

THE HP-67/97 OFFER.
Purchase an HP-67 or HP-97

between February 1 and March
31~ 1978. Then choose any five.
Users' Library Solutions Books
a $50* value; anyone Applica
tions Pac-a $35* value; plus 40
blank magnetic cards - a $20*
value. That's $105* worth of
software-all free.

THE HP-19C/29C OFFER.
Or purchase a keystroke pro

grammable HP-19C or H:P-29C

between February 1 and March 31,
1978. Then take your pick of any
five NEW HP-19C/29C Solutions
books. They're worth $37.50*
but they're yours free.

SEE FOR YOURSELF.
Come in and try each before

you buy. You'll notice every feature
of these calculators is designed
to help get your job done. For
example, all use parenthesis-free
RPN logic for logical problem
solving with fewer keystrokes. The
HP-19C/29C have a "continuous
memory" system that remembers
your programs even when turned
off. And the HP-67/97 have a
"smart" mag-card reader that
lets you load programs and go
automatically. Truly, they're
designed with your solutions
in mind.

ACT NOW.
You'll never find a better reason

to step up to a Hewlett-Packard
advanced programmable. So stop
in today and save up to $105~

HP-67/97 Users' Library Solutions Books:
ENGINEERING: Antennas; Butterworth &
Chebyshev Filters; Thermal & Transport Sciences;
EE (Lab); Industrial Engineering; Aeronautical
Engineering; Beams &: Columns; Control Systems
PHYSICAL/LIFE SCIENCES: Chemistry; Optics;
Physics; Earth Sciences; Energy Conservation; Space
Science; Forestry; Biology BUSINESS: Options/
Technical Stock Analysis; Portfolio Management/
Bonds & Notes; Real Estate Investments; Taxes;
HOQ1e Construction Estimating; Marketing/Sales;
Home Management; Small Business COMPUTA- .
nON: High-Level Math; Test Statis.tics;Geometry;
Reliability/Quality Assurance MEDICAL: Medical
Practitioner; Anesthesia; Cardiac; Pulmonary
OTHER: Games; Games of Chance; Aircraft
Operation; Avigation; Calendars; Photo Dark Room;
COGO/Surveying; Astrology.

HP-67/97 Prerecorded ApplicationsPacs:
(Each contains over 6,000 stored keystrokes)
Electrical Engineering; Business Decisions Pac;
Mechanical Pac I; Civil Engineering Pac; Stat Pac I;
Math Pac I; Surveying Pac I; Clinical Lab &
Nuclear Medicine Pac; Navigation Pac.

New HP-19C129C Solutions books:
Mathematics; Statistics; Finance; Electrical
Engineering; Surveying; Games; Navigation;
Civil Engineering; Mechanical Engineering; .
Engineering for Students..

*Suggested retail price excluding applicable state
and local taxes-Continental U.S.A., Alaska &
Hawaii. Void where prohibited by law, regulation
or otherwise.

I
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More Sprats
Caltech will be able toneld a

football teanl next year, Coach
Gutman said Wednesday. About
twenty-five people have been
able to make firm commitments
for the '78 season, but more are
still needed. Interested persons,
even those who can't be certain
that they'll be able to make it,
should see Gutman as soon as
possible, and help testore Caltech
to its previous days of glory on
the gridiron.

Marathon Sprats!
KELROF (otherwise known as

Kellog's Eighth Light Regiment
of Foot) is now an official AAU
Long Distance Running entity.
We hope to form carpools for
road races and mountain runs.
Info will be strategically posted
in Page House, the gym, and
outside 135 Bridge. See S.
Kellogg for details.

e

•Woe be those who sign with someone else before talking to Data General.
Because Data General is the third largest computer company in the world in
computer shipments.

After only nine years, we've installedover 44,500. systems-more than
Sperry:.Univac, NCR, Control Data, and Raytheon combined. Last year alone, we
announced a new product every 15 working days. And shipped a new system
every 16 minutes last time we checked. We even Pllmp more revenues back into
R&D than any other computer company.

That's the kind of dynamic growth that spells opportunity for creative
people with degrees in EE, ME, CS or other technical disciplines. And we can
pr..ove it.

Ask us to tell you about the engineer who designed a computer at night in
his kitchen. And now heads up our North Carolina engineering research group.
Or about the 21-year old college
grad who sold $1 million plus his ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
first year out. On commission!

Talk with Data General. And
spare yourself the anguish of sign- FEBRUARY 3
ing with someone else.

"I

White Dwarfs
Next Wednesday at noon in

Clubroom the Caltech Y presents
another in its series of UPDATE
noon discussions. Dr. Jesse
Greenstein, Lee Dubridge
Professor of Astrophysics will give
an informal talk about "White
Dwarfs and the Laws of Physics."
Bring your lunch and rap with a
real prof!

Sprats
There will be Caltech

wrestling matches in the gym
tonight at 7:30 pm (vs Pomona
Pitzer) and on Wednesday, Feb.
1 at 4:00 pm (vs La Verne). Go
on over and watch your favorite
grappler.

There will also be B-ball at
Whittier on Jan. 28 at 8pm, and
here, versus Oxy, on Feb. 1, also
at 8pm.

Jim

Chuckey. All is

II
iday, January 27,1978

ice
Night Away

Don't foget to attend the
rand Amalgamated ASCIT

ce Party, with Blues Image
oviding the music. It will be
d in Dabney Hall and Garden,
orrow, January 28, and will

t from 9pm to 1am.

THE HAIR oCUTTERS

HIS AND HERS
OPEN EVENINGS

aningful
periences
On Thursday, February 2 at

:30 in Winnett Lounge, Doug
auntree and Bert Wells will talk
out their Dean's Fund
ansored travels. Doug got down
some mines and Bert got high
the Andes.

dustrial
tanglements
The Following companies will

on campus to interview all
gree candidates for possible
ployment during the period
Jan. to 3 Feb:

30 Jan.- Ralph M. Parsons, Du
ant, GTE Sylvania
31 Jan.- Ames Research Center
1 Feb.- Texaco, McDonnell
uglas, Aeronutronic Ford
2 Feb.- MIT Lincoln Labs.,
gicon, TRW
3 Feb.- Systems, Science, &
ftware, Data General, TRW
Sign-ups for interviews may be
ade in the placement Office,
oom 8, Dabney Hall.

e belief that those people who
ught their way through the
urity force were "invited" by

e aliens. "
If your reviewer, unnamed for

me curious reason, [ed. note:
e reason is simply that reviewer
avid Ritchie's byline got as lost
he did.] would return to see
se Encounters (without a

low this time) he might notice
se parts of the storyline he

'ssed in addition to the fine
undmixing and well done
tical effects.

Craig Jones

*'*'*'*'*'*'*'*'*'*~Personals
**********4OUND: One sheer, sexy, black
e negligee. Unsure of owner:
claim, call Carlos, 449-9755,

ights.

15 Turnpike Road, Westboro, Massachusetts 01581. (617) 366-8911.

449-6967

1009 E. COLORADO PASADENA'
NEXT TO THE ACADEMY THJ;ATRE

PARKING IN REAR

n ~
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USAF

A great way of life,

AIR FORCE ENGINEERS
ANDSCIENllSTS ARE

PROBLEM..SOLVERS

Fri~ay, January 27,19

Plus, they enjoy a worldwide reputation for excellence.
If you have vision, creativity, and a scientific or engineering

degree, apply your talents with a modern service thafs geared
for the future, Completion of the Air Force's three-month
OffiCer Training School earns you an officer's commission and
starts you on the rood to a future-oriented career. The Air
Force also offers you an excellent salary, medical and dental
care. 30 days of poid vacation a year, a $20.000 life insurance
polley for about $4 a month, and many other benefits, '

Find out today what the Air Force has to offer by contacting

Second-Class Postage paid at Pasadena, California. The California Tech
published weekly except during examination and vacation periods
the Associated Students of the California Institute of Technology, I
Winnett Student Center, Caltech 107-51, Pasadena, CA 91125.
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-Clip and save trans Tuneup . . . . . . . $25.0tl

PAS SSIOI.
26 N. Hill Ave. 192-6104 ' ~.

Get Ollf Price And Gua"",tee Before YouBUyI
PASSENGER cARS- 2 YEAR Olt 24,000 MI. WARRANTY

- I'rice Includeo Installation

III t:IIIlY. Pom l1IIIS 63-76 •• '•..••••••••••.•••••'•••• $180
III lDBAI. ,IOTOllS TllIIIIIE 300 64-69 •••••• •••••••••••• $190
III lDBAI. IIIOTOllS TIIIlIlIIIE 350 & 400 64-76 • . •• . •••••• . . $225'
III C-4 -IBC (SIIIU. l:AIIS) &4-76 ••••• , •••••••••••• $195
III e.G _/1iIEIlC (UIIC( CARS) 66-76 ••••••• , .•.•••• :. $2%5
All CIIIYS. PIIlOOCTS 6 CYL 62-76 •••••••••••••••.•••••• $195
All am. mowers 8 CYL 62-76 •••••••••.•••••••• i ••• $2%5
AIl_ FlIIIiIlIICTS 62·76 •.••• : ••••••••••• : ••• •••••••• $2%5
'AIlUIJ. TOIQI~ AilIer. ClII'S •• " ••••••• '.' ••••• $68
.~' " CALL FQR FOREIGN CAR PRICES. FREE ESTIMATES~

•
••.• TAXES & FLUID EXTRA, FINANCING AVAlLABLE, ~.
. ;OR WHEel DR NOT INCL SE HABLA ESPANOL II:IIiIIlD7
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Referendum
Should Fleming House be

turned into a parking lot?
Yes 140%
Yes 260%

If you're looking for the bank that can do the most for you, chances
are you'll be looking into Bank of America.

We offer a complete range of basic student banking services:
College Plan® Checking, Personal Choice Savings Plans, and if you
qualify, Student BankAmericard® Visa~ overdraft protection,
and more.

Including Consumer Information Reports to provide you with
the kind of straight-to-the-point facts you need to.know about
banking, establishing credit, financing an education, and many

-other subjects.
Our Reports cover a range of topics. And you can pick up your

copies free at anyone of our branches. Withoutobligation.

BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA, MEMBER FDIC

You see, quite frankly, we want to be your bank. B\.tt we know
it's not what we want that matters. What matters is what you want.
And that's why were hoping we can help you learn more
about banking.

We figure the more you know about it, the more you're going
to want to bank with the bank that can do you the most good, both
in school and after. .

Quite a few Californians think that's ·us. If you look into it
thoroughly, enough, we think you'll agree.

Depend on us. More California college students do.

BANKOFAMERICA


